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FormIt to Project Fractal:
The Future of Making Things Is Here
Bill Allen
EvolveLAB – www.evolvebim.com

Learning Objectives
•
•
•

Understand what steps are needed to push your designs from Dynamo into Fractal
Learn how to interact with your data in the Fractal environment
Learn how to move your design into FormIt for further refinement

•

Learn how to convert your geometry into real Revit objects

Description
Generative design is here. Harness the power of option engineering with Dynamo Studio
software and Project Fractal. Create thousands of options in seconds. Scroll through your
options, and optimize your design per the constraints that you control in Project Fractal. Once a
design has been finalized, take that design and push it into FormIt software for further
refinement, or into Revit software for documentation and data harvesting. We’ll demonstrate the
entire process, showing you step by step how to accomplish these tasks and more. You don't
want to miss this demonstration as we discuss the future (present) of making things.

Speaker
Bill Allen is the Founder and principal at EvolveLAB BIM Consulting - www.evolvebim.com - He
has over a decade of experience helping architects, engineers, and contractors innovate and
succeed at their firms. Allen has experience lecturing on staff as a college instructor for the
University of Nebraska Omaha, and regularly speaks at such conferences as Autodesk
University and the Central States BIM Workshop. Bill also served on the BIM Board of Omaha
and the Central States Revit Workshop Board.
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Getting Started:
First things first. We will be using multiple programs for this class (Dynamo Studio, FormIt,
Fractal, and Revit. The goal will be to make these programs sing together in perfect harmony.
That said many of these programs are in beta (Fractal) while others are well established (Revit)
These programs have caveats, special requirements, and guides that will be necessary for this
workflow to be successful.
1. You will need Dynamo Studio, NOT Dynamo. “Dynamo Studio” is the premium version
of “Dynamo”. Dynamo Studio is a stand-alone programming environment that enables
designers to create visual logic to explore parametric conceptual designs and automate
tasks, whereas Dynamo does the same, but is an add-in that plugs into Revit and other
programs. You will need Dynamo Studio to publish to the web (Fractal).
2. You will need FormIt Windows App, NOT FormIt on the Web. The FormIt Windows App
will allow you to embed published dynamo scripts into FormIt, whereas the online
version will not.

As of just recently Dynamo Studio and FormIt Pro is now part of the Autodesk© industry collection!

3. You will need an Autodesk account with ID and password to sign into the multiple web
software platforms.
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Prepping your graph in dynamo to work with FormIt and Fractal
Dynamo Inputs
Only native Dynamo nodes are eligible to run in the Dynamo Customizer - same rules for
Project Fractal. This is critical as many people depend on dynamo packages such as Rhythm
or Beaker. Given that custom packages are not supported in Project Fractal or the Dynamo
Customizer, you will have to depend on out of the box dynamo nodes.
The first stage in prepping your information for Fractal or FormIt is to focus on your inputs and
outputs.
1. Right click on any data driver like sliders and check “Is input” if you would like this slider
to drive geometry in FormIt or Fractal. If you would not like this slider or any other data
driver to be available in FormIt or Fractal, simply uncheck “Is Input”.

2. Any node that is set to “Is input” is going to have its input name reflected in Fractal. You
should rename the nodes to be more descriptive of their function.
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3. The other consideration is minimum values. If the minimum values are “0”, Fractal will
publish those as options which will be geometry the program will not be able to create.
In the below image, I’ve set my minimum to 10 in lieu of 0.

Dynamo Outputs
Watch nodes that contain a number or a boolean value can be used for outputs (these will show
up orange in the parallel coordinates graph).
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Publishing to the Web
Once your Dynamo Studio script is created, and your inputs/outputs are defined you can “Send
to Web…” You will be prompted to give your design a name and description. Once you have
done this, you can hit “publish”.

After published, you will be prompted with a unique link that you can either visit or copy/share.
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Example #1
Interacting with your design dynamically with Dynamo Workspace, Project
Fractal and FormIt
Dynamo Workspace
Once published, you now have the ability to interact with it in a few different formats. Clicking
“Visit” will bring you to the design in the Dynamo shared workspace giving you the ability to
interact with it on the web.

Project Fractal
Before you can start using Project Fractal, you will need to do a few things.
1. Login to Project Fractal with the Autodesk ID that you want to whitelist (this will fail but
will put you on the whitelist request list).
2. Contact the Project Fractal team with the email address associated with your Autodesk
ID so that they can whitelist your address for access to Project Fractal.
Once this is completed you will access your designs in Project Fractal by going to
http://home.fractal.live, and clicking on “My Workspaces”.

Within your workspace you will see names and descriptions of your designs as well as when
they were last modified. Additionally, you will see the option to Edit, Delete, or Share your
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designs. Clicking on the “Name” of your design will activate the design to interact with in
Fractal.

Fractal Key:
Parallel Coordinates Chart: Gives you the ability to option engineer your multiple variations.
Grab, and moves these up or down to filter out options you don’t want.
Thumbnail Preview: Lets you visually preview your design variations. Click top right to ‘save’
an option.
Sort By: Sort your thumbnail previews.
Clear: Clear ‘thumbnail previews’
Slider Inputs: These are the data inputs that Fractal will iterate upon. Slider inputs will vary
automatically in Project Fractal after pressing "Generate", combining min max and median
values for each input.
Note: Numerical inputs will not vary but can be set to different values and saved
manually as different options.
Slider Input Variations: Set which slider inputs to iterate upon, and the iteration spacing.
Generate and Saved: Generate will start iterating through the slider input options, while “Saved”
will filter out the saved options.

Thumbnails created from “save” or “generate” are derived from the position of the model in the
main view.
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Project Fractal is in Alpha at the time this presentation is being demonstrated. Because of this,
there are few known issues that need mentioned.
1. If your graph includes a String node which is Input checked, it will show up as an input,
but changing the string will have no effect.
2. Watch nodes that have a nickname will show up as Project Fractal outputs if they have a
Number or Boolean value, but if the Watch node has a List value it will remain blank.
3. In some cases, the thumbnail image may show an incomplete or incorrect picture of a
design's geometry.
4. The "three squares" icon that indicates that Fractal is waiting for server computation may
sometimes get stuck; if it lasts longer than expected, try refreshing the browser page.
5. Dynamo Workspaces that use Python nodes or Dynamo packages may not run
correctly; contact the Project Fractal team if you have a Dynamo Workspace that
you can't run for this reason.
6. Dynamo Workspaces that produce a lot of detailed geometry may cause performance to
suffer; please share these graphs with the Autodesk generative design team, so
they can study the issue and improve performance.
7. Publishing a Workspace from Dynamo Studio without running it first can result in
unexpected behaviors of Project Fractal outputs. If you don't see all the outputs you
expect, try re-running your Dynamo Workspace locally and republishing it.
8. Designs are currently being sorted by string even if the value is a number. This may
cause unexpected sorting results.
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FormIt
Now we will look into how we can integrate our dynamic design into the FormIt Windows App.
Clicking the Dynamo logo and “+” symbol will prompt you with the “Link FormIt to a Dynamo
Workspace Window.

From here you can paste your unique design workspace link into the window, and click ok.
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Now you will see your newly added Dynamic Dynamo scripts. Dragging and dropping them into
the FormIt work plane will add them to your work space.

Once added to your work space, if you click on the dynamo geometry (in my case, a stadium
façade), you will full access to your designs parametric sliders.
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From here, you will have the ability to position your sliders in any way you see fit. There
unfortunately is not a way at this time to save your inputs from Fractal in FormIt, however you
can manually input the same values in FormIt that you option engineered in Project Fractal.

Bringing FormIt to Revit
Conceptual Massing
o
o
o

FormIt models become Revit Mass Families which support Wall by Face, Curtain
System by Face, and Roof by Face
FormIt Levels become Revit Levels and support Floor by Face, and Floor Plan
view creation
FormIt models with materials applied import to Revit with materials intact for
visualization

Conceptual Modeling
o
o
o

Groups in FormIt can be categorized to become Revit Families like: Generic,
Furniture, Specialty Equipment, etc.
FormIt models can be imported into the Revit Family editor to create RFA of any
family category with materials
Revit Families can be exported to FormIt, and then in the future, converted back
to the original Revit Family

When you are ready to bring your geometry from FormIt into Revit there are a couple different
ways you can accomplish this.

Method One: FormIt Export
One way is to simply Export your FormIt model locally to a .sat file, and
link that file into Revit. The advantage of this method is that you get your design
as well as any contextual geometry that you have modeled. The down side is
that this will simply become a Revit background/linked file (Not native Revit
geometry).
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Exporting to .sat allows us to interact with it later down the road with Dynamo.

Link in sat file.
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Method Two: FormIt Converter
Save FormIt file as .axm file format

Use the FormIt converter to import the .axm file into Revit.

From here, you can use the model by face tab to begin creating real revit geometry from your
FormIt Mass
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Iteration between FormIt and Revit
o
o
o
o

The Import FormIt to Revit command adds FormIt models into an existing Revit
project, so you can update often
The FormIt origin point and the Revit base point are used for reliable placement
of imported FormIt objects
The Group Name in FormIt is remembered upon Revit Import for use with Revit
Filters
Revit System Families can be exported to FormIt using SAT export options

Method Three: Place native Revit geometry using Dynamo.
This way is great because it places REAL Revit geometry in Revit rather
than simply having a background linked in. The downside is, it is
exclusively placing the information that you have in Dynamo.
Everything outside of the dynamo script, you will not be bringing in. Lets
break down this dynamo script.
The orange group is Placing the Ellipses. The pink group is equally spacing
points along a curve. The purple group is passing lines through the points. The
blue group is taking all the points for all 5 Ellipses and aggregating them. The
teal group is flipping the points matrix (making columns rows, and rows columns.)
The green group is placing a 5 point adaptive component based on their origin
x,y,z location.
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Example of native Revit adaptive component placed in Revit model using Dynamo

Example #2
Optimizing Panel Configurations
At this time there is still not a way to select a FormIt model and feed it into Dynamo. To
overcome this challenge, we will export our FormIt model to a .sat, and then select the .sat in
our Dynamo graph.

Now that we have a .sat to reference, the program knows our grid perimeter, and we can load
our graph into FormIt. From here, we can play with the spacing/patterning directly in FormIt.
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We can certainly dial in our dynamo graph parameters in FormIt, but if we truly want to optimize
them, we can really lean on Fractal. One of Fractal’s strongest strengths is problem solving.
What if we could look at the same façade in Fractal and come up with a way to minimize the
amount of custom panel conditions? We can!
Below you can see that we have created a filter to change the custom panel display to Red, and
the typical panels to green.

Further we have an output for our custom panels that will allow us to minimize their use later in
Fractal. Please note that this has to be an output watch node.
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Reminder: Watch nodes that contain a number or a boolean value can be used for outputs
(these will show up orange in the parallel coordinates graph).

Once an option has been chosen we can enter that same output into Dynamo, and push our
panels into Revit to be placed.
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In this example, we have created a 4 point adaptive component with an actuator that Dynamo
will place along the facade.

We have a couple options to set in Dynamo Player
1. Number of Vertical Gridlines (Pick optimal from fractal)
2. Number of Horizontal Gridlines (Pick optimal from fractal)
3. Select faces
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You can see that the panels have been places, but the actuators are all the same. We could
update this manually, but wouldn’t it be cooler to have Dynamo update them based on the Solar
analysis?

Next step will be to run our script that will execute a solar analysis, and feedback loop to update
the actuators optimal opening.
These toggles control if we want to modify panels or see a Revit analysis grid.

After running the script, we can see the results in the dynamo viewport. Blue represents the
shadiest spots while yellow represents the sunniest. Green is everything in between.
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Running the script using dynamo player lets us see the results.

If we check the “Modify Revit Panels”, and rerun the script you can see the panels have
updated.

Conclusion
Even though FormIt and Fractal do not have a one to one relationship with each other, Dynamo
continues to be the thread or broker that continues to tie all these Autodesk programs together.
Project Fractal is still in Alpha at the time that this is being presented, so it is expected that we
are on the bleeding edge for this class, however the program is still an incredible tool and will
only continue to have greater functionality and opportunities.
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